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29 years of European system
software services improvement

EuroSPI brings together an established community of
experts from leading industry and research, who jointly
contribute to an annual conference.



EuroSPI Academy with hundreds
of attendees

EuroSPI runs the DRIVES Learn Compass Portal,
where more than two thousand engineers from the
leading automotive industry are attending MOOCs.
EuroSPI has been running the EuroSPI Academy since
November 2020 attracting hundreds of trainees.



EuroSPI certificates are
recognised by the Automotive
Skills Alliance (ASA) in the EU

EuroSPI certificates are issued in cooperation with
DRIVES and the Automotive Skills Alliance (ASA). The
ASA was founded by the EU blueprint projects DRIVES
and ALBATTS with support from the European
Automobile Manufacturers’ Association (ACEA).



Best practices elaboration in
European working groups

The knowledge taught in the EuroSPI Academy
courses was developed in working parties (e.g.
SOQRATES) including leading industry in the electronics and automotive domains.



Number #1 assessment tool
Capability Adviser

EuroSPI owns, sells, and uses the Capability Adviser
tool, which enables (online) team assessment for
different norms (e.g., Automotive SPICE, ASPICE etc.)
and can be configured for in-house standards. Leading
Tier 1 and Tier 2 automotive companies are using the
Capability Adviser.



Top-level infrastructure for
EuroSPI Academy courses

EuroSPI Academy courses are set up within
state-of-the-art learning portals, using exercise
materials and tools to support learning by doing.



Worldwide dissemination
(>500000)

EuroSPI has established collaborations with publishers
and launched a renowned book series at SPRINGER
CCIS with more than half a million downloads. The
CCIS editorial team includes experts from Europe, the
USA, China, Japan, Russia, India, and South America.



EuroSPI offers networking
options towards European
cooperation

EuroSPI organizes annual workshops on thematic
topics (e.g. safety, cybersecurity etc.), to which leading
researchers and industries are contributing. Training
course participants and examinees are granted a 20%
price reduction.



Proven-in-use exam system with
more than 12,000 exams

EuroSPI employs a proven-in-use exam system, that
has been used for over twelve thousand exams with
different certifiers and will be used exclusively by
EuroSPI Certificates and Services in the future.



Assessments of experts’ skills
supported by the EuroSPI exam
system

EuroSPI has an advanced exam system, using team
roles, such as Assessor and Exam Participant to
support assessors who evaluate expert skills based on
provided evidences in different domains (e.g.
functional safety, cybersecurity etc.). Where high risk is
involved a simple multiple-choice test is not sufficient.

